


Best Practices and Rules of Engagement
Workshop outline (Subject to Change)
Pre-Homework
Tools and resources included
Support references for VA’s, etc. (This is for those of you who are not
DIYers and it’s not necessary and completely optional)

Congratulations!

You’re in for an awesome 12-weeks! I’m so excited to see your transformation
and to help you sell more of your jewelry using your website as a tool.

Please READ and keep this letter and homework as it will become the guide
for many things needed throughout the program.

I’m including the following:

The next 12 weeks will be intensive and will require you to commit to taking
action. It might feel exciting, energizing and overwhelming at times. It might
even feel a little painful at times…just know you’re on the right path.

You’ve probably heard this quote…
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“Next level” transformation in your business requires you to go through and
be honest with yourself and commit to the process. You will be uncomfortable
and likely be pushed out of your comfort zone. 

Great rewards come outside of your comfort zone. When you feel
uncomfortable, just know that this is your opportunity for growth.

I’m here along with #TeamFTA to support you in your transformation and to
get you more sales online (and off - because there’s a trickle effect).

This 12-week intensive was originally designed for our Momentum coaching
program as part of the Core Momentum Path. 

You’re here because you’re an Momentum member or you're part of an
exclusive group of independent jewelry brands who are tired of doing
business the old way. You want to move faster and you want to not have to
“think” about what to do next.

I’m very excited for you!

The intensive is delivered in a group format. I know that some of you might
want a bit more hand-holding or 1:1 coaching along the way. If that’s the case,
email us at momentum@flourishthriveacademy.com and we can share options
for getting 1:1 support for the program.

Let’s do this!

Cheers to your success! 

xo, Tracy
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https://www.flourishthriveacademy.com/momentum/
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RULES OF ENGAGEMENT
In this section, I’ll explain a little more about what to expect and some of the rules for
participation. We want you to feel supported and the best way to do that is to create
structure and an energetic container about what to expect.

Here is a video that I created to share everything in this next section>>

By joining this program, you’re committing to:

▢  Being coachable
▢  Hold yourself accountable to do the work
▢  Making the time for the assignments and implementing quickly
▢  Asking for help when you’re stuck
▢  Sharing your wins
▢  Filling out surveys that you’ll be provided with
 

Throughout the 12 weeks, you’ll be provided with:

▢  Group intensive instruction followed by homework to implement 
▢  A feedback loop on the work you’ve done
▢  Implementation time and office hours for group done-with-you support
▢  A private Slack Community to connect with your peers (the group will be inactive 

once the workshop is over)
▢  An opportunity for you to share your progress and growth
▢  Sample marketing and promotion plans (Heck, YES!)
▢  Done-for-you plug and play graphic templates and skins

The format is as follows:
▢  A weekly training during education weeks with workshop time
 

The training will be based on a workbook for the week that we provide. Typically, the training
will be hosted on a Thursday or Tuesday. The day of the week will vary depending on guest
expert availability.

▢  A weekly feedback session aka office hours to get feedback on your work and to gain
insight on how others approach the same topic.
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The feedback sessions will typically be held on Tuesdays or an occasional Thursday, and run
for 2 hours or as long as needed. It will be time to work together or alone with a mentor or
coach at the ready. 

During the feedback session, mentors will be available to give you constructive feedback on
your work, help you with implementation or copy. We won’t be available to help with tech set
up but we can refer you to partners who can help with this.

▢  A Slack Community while the intensive is active (April 5th - July 13th)
 

This small and mighty Slack Community is a place for you to connect with your fellow
intensive members, get feedback on your work, share your struggles. The group will be
inactivated once the workshop is over, so please copy or take screenshots of anything you
would like to keep for reference later.

▢  Bonus training sessions on extended content

We’ll be delivering a few bonus trainings outside of the weekly scope to help you with lead
generation, list building, and marketing automation and growth.

You will have a chance to get feedback on your work with these things during the
implementation weeks and time.

▢  Delivery

Everything will be recorded and hosted in a password protected member area. You’ll be able to
download the content to keep later.

If you’re a member of SOS, the workshop will also be hosted in the member area as a product
and also as part of the core path as a reference tool to work on your 1:1 sessions with your
coaches.
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BEST PRACTICES AND RULES OF
PARTICIPATION
I always like to call myself a systems breaker so if you’re the same...I just ask that you follow
the rules and best practices to get the best results. We’re going for a community vibe and I
want you to rock it out.

Make time to implement

Be productive

Put the trainings and feedback loops in your calendar

You will get results...you must show up. 

Click here to view the 12-Week Intensive Schedule>>

While the schedule is subject to change, we’ll do our best to give you plenty of notice so you
have time to organize pickups for your kids or meetings and just about everything else. 

Yes, everything is recorded and the good news is that when you show up live you get
coaching, feedback and get your questions answered.

Some of the bonuses will be pre-recorded and will be delivered in the week that it’s
applicable so you can implement during the week and get feedback.

Make time to implement on your calendar. Treat this program like an appointment with a
buyer or a wholesale account. You are investing in moving quickly so make the time to get
this done. 

I’d recommend setting aside 1 day a week to implement all at once or 2 hours a day. Work in
50-minute sprints, get up, walk around, then get back to work.

Turn off email and all notifications on your computer and your phone. Remove any other
distractions while you’re working. If you want to move fast, you must focus.

I LOVE using an app called brain.fm (on your desktop or smartphone). It’s a productivity tool
and music to help you focus. Put your headphones in and crank out some good work.!

https://www.flourishthriveacademy.com/tyc-2021-schedule
https://brain.fm/
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Organize your content 

Implement as you go

Ask for help 

Give feedback

Get support from a VA

Set up a folder specifically for your content and homework. My preference is to set up a
Google Drive folder with subfolders. You can also use a cloud version like Dropbox. 

Make subfolders and files to keep each week organized. I also like having a master
spreadsheet with links to the important folders in your google drive so you can find it later. 

Getting the work done might be obvious. There’s also a chance you might get behind if life is
busy. Give yourself the gift of implementation, seriously. Get it done or hire a VA to support
you in the process. 

We’ll have a list of referral partners that you can work with if you need help!

It’s inevitable that you’re gonna get stuck someplace. Rabbit holes are for people who want
to stay stuck. The courage to ask for help is for people who want to thrive and grow. You got
some pretty badass brands ready to support and help you along the way. Here’s your
opportunity to ask them for help and get support from our coaches, as well. Use it, please!

They say great givers are great getters! Your ability to give and share your feedback (just like
receiving it) helps everyone rise up. Pop into the Slack Community at least once a day to
post and share your results.

Getting hung up on the tech and random stuff isn’t really helping yourself. Invest in a VA or
someone if you find yourself stuck moving forward.

You can find VA’s for shopify and a variety of topics on platforms like:

Hey Carson
FreeeUp
UpWork
HireMyMom.com

http://flourishthriveacademy.com/heycarson
http://flourishthriveacademy.com/freeeup
https://upwork.com/
https://www.hiremymom.com/
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RULES OF PARTICIPATION

Do the work! This intensive is meant to challenge you, teach you and support you to
help grow your business rapidly and get you to the next level. Come ready to work hard
and get results.
No bad mouthing. We reserve the right to remove you from the program with no refund
if you disparage members of F&TA, our Coaches, or participants in the group. This is a
safe space so be cool and keep the vibe positive!
Don’t copy or steal other’s intellectual or design property. Everything we do is done with
integrity, we expect you to do the same. 
Collaborate and learn from your peers. During this intensive you’ll work very closely
with your fellow participants, please treat them as you would like to be treated with
kindness, respect, and patience. 
If you’re experiencing any technical, access, permissions or payment issues please email
us at momentum@flourishthriveacademy.com. DO NOT post these issues in the Slack
Community. We are unable to help you via Slack, it must go through email. 

By participating in this intensive, you agree to the rules of engagement:
 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

We’ll be sending out more details next week so keep your eyes peeled and add the
momentum@flourishthriveacademy.com email address to your safe sender’s list. 

mailto:momentum@flourishthriveacademy.com
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PRE-HOMEWORK
▢  Website Prep

Much of what we’ll be working on requires your website to be functioning and ready to roll
for promotions and beyond. 

In a perfect world, here’s what we’re working with:

▢  E-Commerce site (preferably set up in Shopify)
▢  Lifestyle Imagery on the homepage and slider
▢  Products photographed and priced with captivating descriptions (preferable 2 angled 

shots and a lifestyle shot per style with the piece on a human)
▢  An opt-in or pop-up set up (Privy is one people like)
▢  A sticky header on your website (Google or ask in the group for the best app or work 

with HeyCarson to custom code a sticky bar with two CTAs if possible: Shop Now
and Become a VIP)

▢  An email CRM like Klayvio or Omnisend hooked up to your Shopify store
▢  Your shop updated and ready to sell

Here’s a great article on top converting home pages.

▢   Dream Client Avatar at the ready

If you have the story of your Dream Client Avatar available or a detailed description, keep it
handy throughout the training. 

The easiest way to do this is to create an avatar based on people you’ve already worked with
and create an avatar (a fake person) that embodies your perfect customer. 

Here’s what you’ll want to consider…

▢  Who are they?
▢   Where do they shop online and off?
▢   What kind of hobbies, interests and lifestyle do they have?
▢   How often do they buy?
▢   What’s their average order amount?
▢   What motivates them to buy?
▢   Why do they shop with you?
▢  What keeps them up at night?

https://www.flourishthriveacademy.com/heycarson
https://blog.heycarson.com/9-inspiring-shopify-homepage-examples-to-learn-from/
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Curate a list of everyone you know. Include your extended network, friends and family,
any previous customers, your dog walker...you get it. Go deep and make a list.
Dig up any ancient lists of email addresses you might have lying around.
DO NOT ADD THESE PEOPLE TO YOUR EMAIL LIST...instead..
Create a swipe script email. Customize a few bits based on who you’re sending it to.
Send through your gmail...one by one..not a BCC...but as a personal message.
Have a strong, reply to this email CTA for next steps.

Mothers Day
Fathers Day
Memorial Day
Fourth of July
Labor Day
Halloween
Thanksgiving
Black Friday & Cyber Monday

▢  Curate your customer list

IMPORTANT: If you are working on building your email network, we are going to do some
deep diving. 

The founder of Bouqs.com built a $1.7 million dollar flower business by sending out
individualized “Hey Stranger” emails to everyone he knew. 

Christine Lupo sent a “Hey Stranger” email from her inbox to a dead email list of previous
customers and made $10K the first month.

While there are laws against “just adding people without their consent” to your email list,
you can send individual emails from your personal inbox with an incentive to opt-in or
order.

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

See Scripts Provided>>

▢  Upcoming Promotions

As we approach the holiday season, you’ll have time to prepare for several holidays
promotions.

The best promotions are planned in advance and contrary to popular belief, don’t always
include a discount. 

https://fta-courses.s3.amazonaws.com/Train+Your+Customers+to+Buy+From+You+Online/Sample%2BFriends%2Band%2BFamily%2BList%2BBuilding%2BScript.pdf
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Decide which holidays you’ll host a promotion
Develop the offer(s)
Map out your promotion dates (see the suggested promotion schedules and templates) 

When you’ll email (add dates on your calendar)
Daily posting schedule
Organic outreach for traffic

Here’s what to have ready as much as you can:
Graphics and photos shot and ready to post on social
Captions written and batched
IGTV and IG story content mapped out
Other social graphics planned
Pinterest images on group boards (mom focused)
Video content (can be shot on your phone including unboxing videos, product
videos, Behind the scenes video, produced video content and more)
Blog + content ideas include: Lifestyle images of the jewelry, Holiday Gift Guide of
your product or collaboration with other brands, top gifts for (enter avatar type).
We’ll flesh more ideas out. Start working on this now.
Graphics and ideas for content
Shoppable pins and IG posts

Canva
InShot video editor
Magisto
Adobe Spark

If you MUST offer a discount, perhaps use Labor Day or create a quick 48-hour shopping
event.

A better option is to bundle products together, sell as a set and offer “value pricing” ~
position it as something that you save when purchased together. This is great for
subscription boxes or events like Mothers Day, etc.

We’ll be helping you work this out AND thinking about this now will be helpful for you in
planning.

Here are your action steps:

1.
2.
3.

a.
b.
c.

4.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

h.
i.

Useful tools: 

*We will be delivering design templates throughout the program. 

https://canva.com/
https://itunes.apple.com/bj/app/inshot-video-editor/id997362197?mt=8
https://www.magisto.com/
https://spark.adobe.com/
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Email CRM

Klaviyo
Omnisend

Keep in mind, IGTV videos are epic for
growth on Instagram. Plan to develop
video content for this if you want to grow
the connection fast.

Make sure you have an email CRM up and
running with opted in email addresses
uploaded and ready to sell.

Mailchimp no longer works with Shopify.
It’s a good tool if your website is not on
Shopify. If it is on Shopify, see options
below.

Options:

OK that’s all for now. You’ll be receiving
some templates and marketing calendars
soon. Excited to dive in on April 5th!

xo, Tracy
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Weekly Progress Report:

Who was your coach this week?

What was the topic you covered?

What was your biggest “AHA!” about what you learned this week?

What are the top 3 things you learned during the training?

1.
2.
3.

List 3 things you’ve implement (or started to implement) from the training:

1.
2.
3.

List one member or coach who helped you this week and what they helped you with. 

1.

What’s one win you had this week? 

END__________________________________________________
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